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Abstract— With the ever growing demand for increasing the processing power, CPU manufacturers have introduced
different processor designs . Hyper- Threading, which is Intel’s trade mark for simultaneous multithreading
technology increases the processing power of a single core processor by allowing it to run two threads by adding a
virtual thread along the side of a physical thread . As it is difficult to further increase the clock frequencies of a single
core processor after a certain limit, multi-core processors have emerged. They can increase the processing
performance by packaging more than one physical core on a single chip. The new generation Intel Core iX series
processors combined the concept of hyper-threading(HT) with multi-core technology to further increase the
performance of multi-core processors. But, however powerful the hardware may be, software applications can obtain
the potential performance improvements from these hardware advancements only if they are properly threaded by
parallelization techniques. The experimentation was conducted to evaluate the performance of apriori, a popular
data mining algorithm on a hyper threaded dual-core processor compared to the performance on a non hyperthreaded
dual-core processor with two different Linux functions for accessing the data from a file, namely fread() and mmap().
The experiments proved that the speedup and efficiency of our parallel algorithm were more on a hyperthreaded
processor compared to the speedup and efficiency on a non hyper threaded processor with both fread() as well as
mmap().
Keywords— apriori, data mining, fread(), Hyper-Threading, Intel DualCore processor, Intel Corei3 processor,
mmap(), Multi-core, OpenMP
I. INTRODUCTION
Before the introduction of hyper-threading, only one instruction stream at a time could be executed by a single CPU by
maintaining a single instruction pointer. And the processor is allowed to execute multiple threads by switching between
the threads. Later the simultaneous multithreading technology (SMT) was developed where a single processor could
execute multiple threads simultaneously without switching.[1] Intel Pentium 4 architectures adopted SMT with their
trade mark called Hyper-Threading technology(HT technology).[2].A single processor will appear as multiple logical
processors with HT technology. So operating systems can schedule multiple threads to these logical processors in the
way how threads can be scheduled on multiprocessor systems. Although HT technology maximizes the performance of a
single processor by effective utilization of the processor resources, there is a limiting factor as the logical processors
share most of the basic resources like cache, FPU and integer math unit of the single physical processor.[3] And as the
computer industry has also identified that the future performance improvements could not come from making a single
core faster by making it complex, it must come largely by increasing the number of cores on a single chip, the later
development in the processor architecture called the multi-core architecture has evolved.[4],[5]. By integrating more than
one processor on a single chip, multi-core processors improve the performance of parallel applications with less
communication cost among the cores. The new generation Intel „core iX „ series processors combined the architectural
features of both multi-core and Hyper-threading technologies to make each core on the die more faster [6]. Though these
architectures are expected to bring significant execution speedups for the applications [7], not all the applications may
get the performance benefits from these architectures as with any hardware feature[8],[9]. If the application need to get
the benefit from these new processors, it should be a well written multithreaded application[ 3]. Our previous research
was focused on analysing the performance of apriori by parallelizing it with OpenMP threads on a non hyper threaded
Intel Pentium DualCore processor [10],[11] by using the conventional Linux fread() function to read the data from the
data file. Then the performance of parallel apriori was also tested on Pentium DualCore by using the concept of memory
mapping of files to get the data from the file with Linux mmap() function. The performance of serial and parallel apriori
with mmap() compared to fread() was done in [12]. To identify the performance of parallel apriori on a hyper
threaded processor, the same experimentation with both fread() and mmap() was done on Intel Corei3 processor and the
results were compare with the results obtained in our previous research[10],[11],[12].
II. HYPER-THREADING ON A SINGLE-CORE
Hyper-Threading allows a single core processor to execute two threads by adding a "virtual" thread alongside the
physical thread. From the architectural point of view, a hyperthreaded processor contains two logical processors. Each
logical processor has its own processor architectural state which consists of all the processor registers like data, Segment,
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control ,debug and other model specific registers to avoid the context switch between the two threads [13]. Each
processor also has independent instruction streams , own APIC(advanced programmable interrupt controller) and they
share the execution resources consisting of execution engine, the caches, the system bus and the firmware of the
processor core [14],[15],[16]. Each logical processor handles the interrupts sent to it on its own as it has its own APIC.
By presenting itself to the operating system as two identical virtual processors, a hyper-threading processor will handle
the work load generated by a CPU-intensive operation effectively because of the two logical processors handling the
tasks at the same time [8].
III. HYPER-THREADING ON DUAL-CORE
Being its own set of execution units, a core is different from a logical processor and in hyperthreaded Dual-Core, each
core constitutes hyper-threading technology, enabling two threads to run simultaneously on each core with a little
hardware overhead . So, in a dual-core HT Technology enabled system, one physical processor chip can have two cores
and four logical processors. The architectural register state is duplicated on all the four logical processors and all of them
share the physical execution resources[2],[17]. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a hyperthreaded dual-core processor
(Fig 1) [16],[18]. From the software point of view all the cores are functionally equivalent and four separate threads can
simultaneously run on the four logical cores which is good for multi-threading applications[15]. From a micro
architecture perspective, this means that instructions from all the logical processors will persist and execute
simultaneously on shared execution resources [2]. In a computer system with hyperthreaded dual-core processor , the
performance monitor shows the usage of all the four logical processors. Fig 2 and Fig 3 shows the performance monitors
of non hyperthreaded dual-core(Intel Pentium DualCore)and a hyperthreaded dual-core processor (Intel Corei3) systems.
We can see the CPU usage history showing two and four processors respectively on these two systems(Fig 2, Fig 3).
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Fig 1: Dual core processor with Hyper-Threading

Fig 2: Screenshot of CPU performance monitor of non hyperthreaded Pentium DualCore processor showing two CPUs in
CPU usage history
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Fig 3: Screenshot of CPU performance monitor of hyperthreaded Corei3 processor showing four CPUs in CPU usage
history
IV. RELATED WORK.
There was only a little research done on identifying the effect of HT technology on the performance of applications. HT
performance evaluation using OpenMP threaded matrix matrix multiplication and a bench mark of 256-particle
molecular dynamics on a dual processor –server with HT was conducted by Boisseau et al [19]). Characterization of Java
application performance using Pentium 4 processors with HT was done by Haung et al. [20]. Utilization of Pentium 4
performance counters in the performance of garbage collection in HT mode was studied by Blackburn et al[21]. Saini et
al., [22] studied the impact of HT on processor resource utilization . They have also investigated how the scientific
application performance in HT mode was affected because of shared resources and the utilization of these resources was
compared between single threaded(ST) and HT modes. They have conducted the experiments on four NASA applications
and investigated that HT technology improved the processor resource utilization more but this may not result in overall
application performance gain. Gasmi et al.,[23] proposed MTFASTFDS, a multi threaded parallel algorithm on a hyperthreading multi core processor for mining functional dependencies. They have shown that their parallel algorithm scales
very well with the number of cores available. Tian et al., [24] conducted the performance study on Hyper-Threading
technology (HT) enabled Intel single processor and multi-processor systems by parallelizing two multimedia applications
with OpenMP pragmas. They have presented the threaded code generation and optimization techniques and concluded
that multithreaded code with OpenMP pragmas yields more speedup on a HT-enabled dual-CPU compared to HTenabled single-CPU.
V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The present experimental study mainly concentrates on identifying the performance of a popular data mining algorithm
apriori on a hyperthreaded processor. Apriori is a frequent itemset mining algorithm which finds the frequent itemsets in
the transactional data base[25].Frequent itemsets are the combination of items in the given transactional database which
occur more than a pre specified number (minimum support count ) of times in the database. Our work concentrates on
parallelizing the algorithm using OpenMP threads and analysing it by changing the number of threads from 2-4
[10],[11].The performance of the algorithm was also analysed by using two different I/O mechanisms –one with Linux
fread() and the other with Linux mmap() function. The fread() is a traditional and high level I/O function to read the
data from a file where mmap() is a special and low level I/O function which gets the data from the file by directly
mapping it to the process address space[26],[12]. Intel CORETMi3 processor which is a Hyper-Threading technology (HT)
enabled dual-core processor with speed 2.10GHz and 3GB RAM, was used in the experimentation. Fedora 17
Linux( kernel 3.5.2-3.fc17.X86_64,Red Hat nash version 4.5.0-5) equipped with GNU C++(gcc version 4.7) was used to
get the OpenMP compatibility. The parallelization was done using data parallel strategy by partitioning the database
into number of partitions equal to number of threads. OpenMP fork–join model and work sharing constructs were used
for parallelization [27],[28],[10],[11]. Five different synthetic data sets with 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 lakh records which resemble
the transactional data base of a retail store and the standard accident dataset from the UCI data repository[29] were used.
The synthetic datasets consists of randomly generated records and each record consists of a minimum of 1 and maximum
of 10 items and may have any combination of a sub set of items from item1 to item10 and in the accident dataset also we
have used only the first 10 items. Time taken for the execution of the serial and parallel implementations was obtained
from the real time parameter of Linux time command. The results obtained on the Intel CORETMi3 processor were
compared with the results obtained on the Intel Pentium DualCore processor [10],[11],[12] which was a non hyper
threaded processor.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Notations Used
The following table represents the notations used in presenting the experimental results.
TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED
Meaning

Notation used
nrl

Number of records in lakhs

pmsc

Percentage of minimum support count

SAFD

Serial apriori with fread() on Pentium DualCore

PAFD

Parallel apriori with fread() on Pentium DualCore

SAMD

Serial apriori with mmap() on Pentium DualCore

PAMD

Parallel apriori with mmap() on Pentium DualCore

SAFi3

Serial apriori with fread() on Corei3

PAFi3

Parallel apriori with fread() on Corei3

SAMi3

Serial apriori with mmap() on Corei3

PAMi3

Parallel apriori with mmap() on Corei3

prmbD
Prmbi3

Percentage of real time mmap() benefit on Pentium
DualCore
Percentage of real time mmap() benefit on Corei3

2TH,3TH,4TH

2 Threads, 3 Threads, 4 Threads

B.

Experimental Results by keeping nrl fixed
The following observations were made from our experimental results by changing the minimum support count and
keeping the dataset fixed:
o As the support count increases, execution time for both serial and parallel apriori with fread() as well as
mmap() functions decreased on corei3. (Fig 4, Fig 5). Similar observation was found on Pentium dual-core
processor [10],[11],[12]
o Execution time of parallel apriori was less compared to the execution time of serial apriori in the case of both
fread() and mmap()on core i3 (Fig 4,Fig 5).Similar observation was also made with Pentium DualCore.
([10],[11],[12]).
o Real time values of the fig.s 4 and 5 (Y-axis values) indicate that the execution times of serial and parallel
apriori with mmap() were less than the execution times of serial and parallel apriori with fread() on Corei3.
This was also true in the case of Pentium DualCore[12].
Real time values with fread() for nrl=10
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Fig 4:Real time values of serial and parallel apriori with fread() on core i3 for 10 lakh dataset
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Real time values with mmap() for nrl=10
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Fig 5: Real time values of serial and parallel apriori with mmap() on core i3 with 10lakh dataset
1) Comparison of real time results Corei3 Vs Pentium DualCore:
o The real time values of serial and parallel apriori with fread() on Corei3 were compared to the serial and parallel real
time values with fread() on Pentium DualCore. The results indicated that the execution times for both serial and
parallel apriori were less on Corei3 at all the support counts. (Fig.6,Fig.7) From fig 7, we can also derive that on
Pentium DualCore, as the number of threads increases real time increased whereas on Corei3, real time decreased
with the increase in the number of threads at all the support counts. This can be attributed to the fact that in the case
of Pentium DualCore when the number of threads are more than 2, they need to share the existing processors and
there will be a context switch overhead. Whereas on Corei3, 4 threads can run simultaneously on 4 logical
processors and there was no context switch overhead upto 4 threads.
o The above mentioned trend was also observed with mmap() at all the support counts when we compare the results of
serial and parallel apriori with mmap() on Corei3 with the results of serial and parallel apriori with mmap( ) on
Pentium DualCore.(Fig 8,Fig 9)
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Fig 6: Comparison of real time values of serial apriori with fread() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 for 10lakh dataset
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Fig 7: Comparison of real time values of parallel apriori with fread() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 for 10lakh dataset
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Real time in Seconds
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Fig 8: Comparison of real time values of serial apriori with mmap() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 for 10lakh dataset
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Fig 9: Comparison of real time values of parallel apriori with mmap() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 for 10lakh
dataset
2) Comparison of the performance of parallel apriori on Corei3 Vs Pentium DualCore
The performance of the parallel apriori was measured based on speedup and efficiency by using the following
formulas where P is the number of physical processors[30].

SpeedupP 

Execution time of sequential a lg orithm
Execution time of parallel a lg orithm

Efficiency P 
o

o

Execution time of the sequential a lg orithm
P  Execution time of the parallel a lg orithm

Speedup of parallel apriori with fread() on Corei3 was more compared to the speedup on Pentium DualCore at all the
support counts. And in the case of Pentium DualCore, the speed up of parallel implementation with fread()
decreased as the number of threads increased whereas in the case of Corei3 , speed up increased with the increase
in the number of threads (fig 10) .This may be because on Corei3 parallel real time values decreased with the
increase in the number of threads and they were increased with the increase in the number of threads on Pentium
DualCore.
To compare the speedup obtained by using mmap() over fread(), speedup of parallel apriori with mmap() was
calculated by using the real time values of parallel apriori with mmap() and the corresponding serial real time values
with fread().Speedup of parallel apriori with mmap() on Corei3 was more compared to the speedup on Pentium
DualCore at all the support counts. And in the case of Pentium DualCore, the speed up of parallel implementation
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with fread() decreased as the number of threads increased whereas in the case of Corei3 , speed up increased with
the increase in the number of threads (fig 11).This may be attributed to the trend of parallel real time values
explained above.
o From figs.10 and 11 , we can observe that the speedup of parallel apriori obtained with mmap() was found to be
more when compared to the speedup obtained with fread() at all the support counts on both the processors.
o Efficiency of parallel apriori on Corei3 was found to be more compared to the efficiency on Pentium DualCore for
both fread() and mmap() at all the minimum support counts. And the efficiency of parallel apriori decreased when
the number of threads increased on Pentium DualCore but the efficiency of parallel apriori increased with the
increase in the number of threads on Corei3 for both fread() and mmap().(Fig 12,13) And from the figures we can
also observe that the efficiency with mmap() was more compared to the efficiency with fread() on both the
processors at all the minimum support counts.
Comaprison of Speedup of parallel
apriori with fread() for nrl=10
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Fig 10: Comparison of speedup of parallel apriori with fread() for 10 lakh dataset on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3

speedup
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Fig 11: Comparison of speedup of parallel apriori with mmap() for 10 lakh dataset on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3

Comparison of Efficiency of parallel apriori
with fread() for accident dataset
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Fig 12: Comparison of efficiency of parallel apriori with fread() for accident dataset on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3
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Fig 13: Comparison of efficiency of parallel apriori with mmap() for accident dataset on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3
3) Comparison of the real time mmap() benefit on Corei3 Vs Pentium DualCore
The benefit obtained by using mmap() over fread() was computed using the following formula

% of real time mmap () benefit 

o
o

Execution time with fread()  Execution time with mmap ()
 100
Execution time with fread()

Percentage of real time mmap() benefit (prmb) was more for parallel apriori compared to serial apriori on both
Pentium DualCore and Corei3 processors and the mmap() benefit increased with the increase in the minimum
support count for both the processors.(Fig 14)
Percentage of real time mmap() benefit values on core i3(prmbi3) were more compared to prmb values on Pentium
DualCore (prmbD) at all the support counts.(Fig 14)
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Fig 14: Comparison of real time mmap() benefit of parallel apriori with mmap() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 for
accident dataset
C.

Experimental Results by keeping pmsc fixed
The following observations were made from our experimental results by changing datasets and keeping the minimum
support count constant.
o As the dataset size increases, execution time increased for both serial and parallel apriori with fread() as well as
mmap()on both Pentium DualCore and Corei3. And the real time values with fread() and mmap() on hyperthreaded
Corei3 were less than the real time values on non hyperthreaded Pentium DualCore .(Fig.s 15,16)
o For all the datasets, parallel real time values were less than the serial real time values for both fread() and mmap().
And the real time values of parallel apriori increased with the increase in the number of threads for Pentium
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DualCore and the parallel real time values decreased with the increase in the number of threads for Corei3. (Figs
15,16)
o Efficiency and speedup of parallel apriori were found to be more or less same for different datasets at a particular
support count on both Pentium DualCore and Corei3 with fread() as well as mmap(). (Fig.s 17,18)
o The efficiency and speedup of parallel apriori with mmap() was more compared to the efficiency and speedup of
parallel apriori with fread() for all the datasets.
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Fig 15: Comparison of real time values of serial and parallel apriori with fread() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 at
pmsc=5
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Fig 16: Comparison of real time values of serial and parallel apriori with mmap() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 at
pmsc=5
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Fig 17: Comparison of Efficiency values of parallel apriori with fread() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 at pmsc=5
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Speedup

Comparison of speedup of parallel apriori
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Fig 18: Comparison of Speedup values of parallel apriori with mmap() on Pentium DualCore Vs Corei3 at pmsc=5
VII.
CONCLUSIONS
Though the computer hardware industry is introducing new processor architectures, a software application can take the
performance gains from these architectures only when it is properly coded. Especially the architectures like multi-core
and hyperthreading technologies can give the performance benefit to the application only when the application is
properly written to run with multiple threads. In this paper the performance results of parallelizing the popular data
mining algorithm called apriori using OpenMP threads on a hyperthreaded Intel Corei3 processor were presented and
the results were compared with the results obtained a non hyperthreaded Intel Pentium DualCore processor . The
performance of the algorithm was compared on these architectures with two different I/O retrieval techniques conventional I/O technique using fread() and a special I/O technique using mmap(). Our results proved that the
efficiency and speed up of our parallel implementation were more with a hyper threaded processor compared to non
hyper threaded processor with both fread() and mmap() for all the datasets taken and at all the support counts considered.
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